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INTRODUCTION

ars many.good reasons why the USA should be

interested .n coparing the scholastic performance of its

national studentbody with the performance of similar students

elsewhere jri the world. People want to know "where we

stand," and generally that,means in comoarison with other

countries. Parents, educators,, and policy makers alike are

concerned .to improve educationto make it the best that can

be provideci within the limits of our ability to pay- But how

stlall we- know the best? What standard is there against which.

.:ws may egamine our own schooling and judge its quality?'

In this context it is a great help to See how well we are

doing in this- country in comparison with others who we would

., consider to be an appropriate standard. Considerations of

;e-tfSciency also motivate our desire to compare. If some

other country is able to tii-ing its youth.to the same level of

academic achievement.as ours and to do it at fan less. cost we
)".

would certainly want to consider whether 'similar cost

efficiency could not be obtained here. In the case of

the-USA.this is an espec-ially.pertinent -concern.
--a

We, more

ttian any other-nation, stand as an example of commttment to

. a comprehensive .enroilment. ). Whether it is p4ssible to

produce an internatiorolly Competitive intellectual elite

under such a. system has been much. jdebated. And if it is

'pqssible, is such ari accomplishment worth the price?

3



Crossnational comparisons such as the ones undertaken here

are inherently-hazardous ventures, fraught with risk of

failure- '_Ourtask.has,been made impler bythe Comm-Vsion's

rewiest.-ttOt we limit-our analysis to three variablell which

are itho:Aght to affect academic performance, namely; time,

content ayld expeCtations.

The International Association for. the Evaluation of .

educational Achievement, known as the IEA, is a useful

resource from which to draw comparative achievement data.

The IEA which crew out'of international concern for an

explicitly comparative international school assessment

agency, 'represents the only source of information on .

variables carefully measured strictly comparable fashion

across, similar probability Samples from 'different nations.

Still, not all of our concerns are adequately addressed in

the vI.A data.. So while we base our examination of the topic

at hand, on IEA data, we will necessarily embark from time to

time on intellectual journeys of our own design. It is

after in the thinking about the problems we face rather.

than merely in their description, that a true understanding

is achieved.

L



ABSTRACT

The. prodigious IEA study is a massive__ attempt to

understand the factors associat6d with studentcachievemnt

* ? in 22 nat ions , oma of which', was the United States The I EA

t- data are ,a valuable resource for nations wishing to

understand the effects of their national educational

Policies against a backdrop of similar and disimilar

.countries and a wide range of, school pracfices. We have

learned from the IEA reports that there are very substantial

differences separating the less developed from the more

developed countries. This paper turns to a different

question: Are there important national differences in the

performance of pupils representinn the USA and other nations

all 'of which are part of the same set of relatively more

developed countries? Insofar as such differences are found,

this paper seeks to explain them in light of three principal

considerations--time, content, and expectations. The

principal findings are: (1) Among the more advanced

countries and Sets of students of the same age, there are no

marked deviations, high or low, in the pattern, of

achievement test' scores. The .

school systems in the advanced

countries are all more or less equally effective, as long as

the huma'n, material .they are gimen to work with is

approxiMately comparable.; (2) We could find no other

characteristic Of the schodil_ systems of tMe diflFerent

countries which showed anything like the same strennth of

association with test scores as did the sheer time given to

instruction and the related variable, of opportunity to

ut



learn. More emphasis in the curriculum and more time spent on

the subject, as measured in years of exposure and hours of work,

are the key to higher achievement in international competition;

(3) Content.variables,. defined in familiar terms of.curriklum,

school-quality, and 'learning environment were extensivelyzpasured

6 '
jin the IEA. We found; 'contrary to published research based on U.S.

data alone, that content was consistently and significantly'related

to achievement scores in the less developed countries and to only

a slightly smaller degree in the more developed countries; (4)

Inferences with respect to the place of expectations were largely

limited:to the p.Irsonal expectations a student-has for himself. We

found no reason to conclude that these are systematically lower

or less stringent in the USA than in other comparable nations.

The direct influence of expectations upon achievement scores was

not analyzed by the lEA project staff and,as a result, is not

ar7Aressed in this paper.'



THE IEA STUDY HISTORY AND PURPOSE

Representatives of national centers for research in

education met in London and Hamburg
\

1959. It was realized

that it would be helpful to move beyond descriptive

techniques in comparative.research to those which .opemployed

meq4urement-._ 'It -'was known that there were.diffe'ren4A from
`. -t

-e`

onai-/ couritry. . to another,. for .example in age of \entry to

school, system structuring and grade repetition. The hope was

that quantitative research would provide the opportunity for

countries to learn from one another, if it could .be

demonstrated that certain methods were more productive than

others'. These 1953 conferences were the spur to a number of

international studies.

The centers engaged in a.feasibility study in twelve

countries that eventually developed into a full scale study

of mathematical achievement requiring the design

suitable test instruments. The project was a considerable

undertaking, .
for it involved 5,000 schools, 13,000 teachers

and 133,000 students. Because of differences in language and

culture, it was .necessary to first pretest the instruments in

four cc;untHes and with two different .age groups.

Considerable care was taken over Sampling procedures to

ensure representativeness. ,The purpose of.the study was not

to, measure output as expressed in achievement, but rather to

re-late achievement ta_input variables-that are educational,

social and .economic. -..The.study revealed differnces in

curricula,' in national emphasis, age of entry, size rpf class,

number of subjects studied in the final year of school,



variation in the percentage of Students still in school at

the pre-university stage and father7s occupational status.

The results of the study were published in 1967 (Husen,

1967). AP-

-,--ffpings moved along quickly... Even before the math:ematics

studl was completed, -a council.was formed in 1960 foh the

International Evaluation of Education Achievment (IEA). It

brought tobether centers from 23 countries who agreed to

participate in a Six Subject study. The countries did not

have to have A separate political identity, but the criterion

was a separate educational system.. The six subjects chosen

were: Science, Reading Comprehension, Literature, English. as

foreign language, French as a foreion lancluage, and Civic

Education.. It. is worth'remembering that the IEA Study was

initiated .before either the Coleman or Plowden Commission

studies were publiShed.

The purpose of the Six Subject Survey waS-to analyze and

account for the between-student and between-school

differences in scholastic achievement. The design of the

study was essentially based on an Input-Output model. Two

It

conferences were convened, one in Hamburg and the other close

to New York', in which researchers from the social sciences

(i.e., economics, sociology, psychology and anthrbpology)

sugested variables, that, seemed to hold promise i,n accounting

fon;differences in-achievement. From these conferences and

other .sources, almost 2.;000. variables. were "propesed for

consideration. After careful attention, this number was



reduced to between five and six hundred for the practical

'purpose of testing. They were then .grouped into four'

categories: (1) Long-term or family variables, (2) Middle-

term, (3) Short-term, and (4) Kindred variables. To these

ifour groups were added a standard measure score Irom the

-1
Shirt- Test.,of- W:Ird Knowledge and Reading CompNhension

-

scOnes.
1

Sampling was generally done in two stages: schoole were-

selected randomly from a national, list, then a sampIe of

studentn was randomly selected from Pach school,
In some of

the laroer countries, it was necessary to have an additional

phase in the procese of selection, an initial phase of

selecting randomly districts from whichathe schools could

then be chosen. The result of all this activity was the

involvement of 10,000 schools, 50,000 teachers and 2:50,000

st udents. The resulting data presented a massive problem of data

"red uct ion, analysis, and interpretation.

Considrable care went ihto the preparation of this vast

. undertaking. Each country throuoh its National Center was

asked to,appoint a

bfficers gathered

National Technical Officer. These

for a week-long triefing meet ing.

Sach participating T&hool was asked to provide a coordinator,

who in .turn organized the test administrators; both were

prOvided-with suitable manuals- The tests were designed with

a.marked card-response system which could be read by an cryti...

cal scanner so )data-could-beelectronically.transferrbd
to

computer.



For each subject area an international team was brouQht

tooether to design the instruments. Pilot testing and

modification was undertaken, and generally acceptable levels

of. reliability and freedom from cultural bias established.

It was not possible to construct.the study .on

1 i4ds or obtain. measures of student entering abi 1. i fig
C

The

waS thus ,cross7-sect ional in des i Qn. The result ing

structure creates a problem in explaining causality, but does

allow. the strength of relationships between and among variables

.to be estimated.. Differences in achievement and attitudes were

studied with respect to differences between countries, then

between schoolso within countries, and fihelly between

students within schools or countries.

The size of the task which the IEA undertook was

, enormous. Hundreds of variables had to be sifted, overlao

-determcned, an withd the- variables predictive power

identified.
Factzsr analysis and step-

wise regression were used in the task of- data.analysis. It

is unfort unat e, but not all of the planned analyse s were

undertaken. Funds ran out before the task was completed.

The most. serious loss was probably the abandonment of the

plan to identify the ten most effective schools in- each

country and then study them in depth. Had that been done the

present task of idendifying factors that - define excellphce

woUld have been easier.

Work on the,Sig-Subject .4.1rvey resulted.in thd active

-.participation of twenty-one countries and'extended over a

whole decadq. Nine reports were produced with the final one
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published i_n 1976 (Wdker, 197E,). Report number VIII

(Peaker, 1975) covers the technical aspects of

undertakinal. While Walker's final report is not only an overview of

the Six Subject Survey written in a relatively non-technical

-mar4r.ler, hut it Ls-also a. comprehensive summary.

_iThe-..findings of. the Survey are important for' ecttional

policy and practice. and have bearing on three domains.

They are: socioeconomic and instructiohal factors, the proper

7

structure of school systems, and factors which influence

achievement. The student's environment,both at homeland in

schoo4,and within .the country, has

acnievievement.

consiCerable bearing on

It fol:i.ows, therefore, that improving

achdevement is a social, political; and educational concern.

MAIN FINDINGS OF THE IEA STUDY

The IEA Study resulted in an enormous data

which is held in the IEA Data Bank in Stockholm and is also

available to researchers in various centers around the world.

The analyses of .-Ehcsodata by various researchers Were el

published in nine.volumes. It is clear from these reports-

that accounting for differences in achievement is a complex

business and varies between subjects and at different toints

alonath. student's -oath through the schocd system. Great

ca4tionL therefore, i a ppropr i at e i n
drawing ;eneraliz?,tions

irp int erpret ina the data. The
Lnis evn

studies 'however, do account for a-larae

11
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factOrs which influence variation in achievement. Left

\

unresolved in a fully satisfactory sense is the question .r.,f

variation in. natUval ability and its relationship to

achievement. At first appearance, so also is'the question of

strange as it'may seem.' Teach.Ona in
outstanding teachino,

z.
thfi majority 'of the 'countries studied is a well: devploped,

f3 ssionally determtned enterprise. Variations between

teachers are small in comparison to th'?(DtlY'r influences that
, .

affect students. And since the relative amount of influence

is' proportionately very different, so also are the

consequences. The task of measurement is therefore very

difficult. Schools contribute an enormous amount to the

aogreaate achievement of students, but accounting for

variations in achievement that can be directly attributed to

specific strategies is a daunti.ng task. It is a tragedy that

the funds -for the-project ran out .before the case-study

approach to the highly successful schools that were

identified was implemented.. As it turned outb, the measures

used in the study do not permit discriminations arlon,,..; the schools.

The .IEA Studies have established that non-scholastic

factors --account 4 for a considerable proportion'of the

differences -in achievement betwe..tm students, between schoo/s,

and between countries. It is appropriate,to improve schools and

'factors within schools,*'but. educational. reform without social

aria economic reform will not be sufficient to alter radically

educational. outcomes. Secondly, the Studies addresS

L17

-issues of school'size, structure, electivity, ernes, sex

differences in student performance and retention in the
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school system. For the latter, the United States retains 75%

of its students in the pre7university level, in contrast to

the Federal Republic of Germany where the amount is 9%. The

-nearest country to America is Sweden, with a 45% -tIPtention.

Itils,perhaps.appropriate to .note.that the.top_9% or_vmerican

sttlents achieve.as.highly or better than.the .students from

any of the highly selective societies in the, study. The Six

Subject Survey was designed to account for the variation -n

achievement, but so strong were the exoenous variables that

this was not fully accoMplished.-- Uhat_does_emerge even so,

is the importance of the opportunity to learn and the

'significance of time. In.both the case df science and the

study_ of Foreign Languages, .time is critical in different

ways. In the case of Science, it was the time aljocated to

.the different sciences that affected individual

specialization scores; and with languages, the number of

years spent with the particular language.

G.ilbert PeAker (1975), in his technical report, was .

convinced that schools do make a difference in achievement.

This can be seen by comparing the Home Sackground group of

variableS:. fhrough the four age populations studied. They lose

dominance over time and the school variables become more

significant. He thought that the student competence

vaTiiations .were striking* limited given the extent of

-formal. differences .in.the characterics of schools. He also

asserts. that.throughout .the findings there is evidece that.

.the amount of teaching iS positively-related to outcOmes. It

13
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is easy to lose sight of the fact, he further supdests, that

betause a variable has little variation, its variation will

_explain .very_little, but that does not render the variable

unimportant. Schools in the developed countries havt.._ been in

'existence
;i

crefir

more in '

another.

AR-

for many years and much effort has been ex5ended in
Z-71

equallty-of opportunity.'. Schools therefVe have

common t. than thatwhich distinguishes them from

Gross -differences will show up more readily in a

study than small ones, by virtue of the nature of statistical

analysis. Clearly there are some unidentified

characteristics of the school/ either physical, social/ or

--------

organizational, that toake -a-'----sma71-1-7_1_1_61pact on achievement

(Peaker, p. 52). 'He feels that such variables are not very

consistent in their impactfrom one yeal:. to another.

In a later section of this paper, we review the IEA

Study with.respect to time, content and expctations, but'

there are broad findings that it would be useful to consider

first. Both Peaker and Walker are emphatic on the difference

between the developed and developing countries, and the role

that. non-scholastic factors play in differences between

students,-
:

therefore important to

schools, and countries. It is

recognize that Variables operAte ver

different.periods of time, so that time aild .intensity impact

the objects of concern in varying amounts. Walker (1976) has

described this double effect:

The.nap.in .averaoe-performance in all. subject arias

v-between highly industrialized and.larbely non-literate,

apricultural countries is .startling. The multivariate

analyses in both types of Systems is conducive to a



deeper understanding of the interaction between school

resources and methods of instruction on the one hand and

the socio7-economic structure on the. other. IEA findings

consistently show that non-scholastic factors account for

a :considerable portion of the between-student,- between-

school ancFbetween-country variation (pp. 11, 12).

In :the studies variables were scaled 'and colpined,thus

ena ingcomposite,-variables-to be-.developed,and .c1r*sifed

as 7.- ong-term/-aiddle-term and short-term. Not-many short7

-term ones survived. Beyond the fact-that they were short,

Peaker suggests that:

The mai_n--reason . . . is that the variation in

school- .-characteristics within a wt.1.1 established

educational system is itself very smaly

in comparison with the variation.in home background and

natural talent. Teaching is a profession/ with standards

of entry, whereas parentage is open to all. Staffing

ratios do not-vary much.. The range in books and buildinos

is not enormous (pp. 57, 58).

4

Hrwe Background Variables

Alex Inkeles (1979) reviewed the IEA study and was less

inhibited about pursuing the, differencet between more

developed countries (MDCs) and less developed countries

(LDCs). To him the differences were startling and largely.

He also
attributable to the early envirOnment of the child..

demonstrated the probability that school systems in LDCs are

at least as productive as in MDCs. Schools have a

considerable problem in overcoming the impact of the

student's .early environment,and time is a critical factor in

the" process. Backoround is more critical for t. Reading

Comprehension -than for Science where recent .conditqons of

learnino play a bioger part. Readirij is the fundamental skill
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and is sWroncly determined by factors beyond

schools.

the,reach of the

Parents and children vary far more than school

practices (Peakerl. p. 140). Walker summarizes the question

of home-background and its influence upon achievement: .

The relationShcp. between .Home backprouad and*

achievement shoWedup very-strongly in some c6untqies in

he 'between-schbol analyses. In'Science.over .60% -of the

ariance of scores for the ,.14-year-olds was associated in

Encland,. Finland, -:Scotlnd and the Unitea States with a

composit,e descibing the home backgrounds of the students

attending each *choo4 and similar i'esults were obtained

for achievement ii the Literattire tests. . The

removal of these differences is a concern not so much of

the educational policy-maker as of the town-planner and

the social. services (p. 228).

It would be unnecessarily repetitious to provide further

quotations clearly the cluster of Home backpround

variables and the strength of their influence across

\

=4_t_riking findino of the IEA study. In four of

the six subject ar\pas, the contribution to variance was ---

greater for home baCkground factors than was the contribution of learning

con:lltions in the predictibn of student achievement in science and literaturp.

Sczx of the StUdent

Boys showed more .interest and abilitY in Science
oN

t1 an girls,: but girls showed greater interest in Literature.

Wi h French as'a foreign language, girls chose to study it

mor frequently and in some countries were also superior in

achi vement.

. S x gender differences in preference for subjects were

found in all countries and are probably related to rore
J.

expectat ons and differences in the developr7lent of

of 'the -sexes. Perceptions of future

e.mployment possibilities also probably play a part in
-characteristics

1
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selection of su ects -to study.

The Teachers

13

.

Teachers provided a great deal of information about themseStes,

7. 1
.

=-v i.
-,y

wiL respect to their qualifications;training experience, and t'4,

i
--

ten hing methods they employed.. In Science, the am9unt of post-secondary

education of the teacher, the timel ,teacher spent in lesson prep-

aration and teacher membership in a subject association, were positively

associsated with pre-university Students who tended to gain

-

7



hicher- scores in the Science tests. Teachers of Fore

Languages also reported characteristics which correlated with

competence
student--.performance. ,A .self-reported

in

speaking English - was . positively ins-:soc i ated with
, -__

.achievement along .t4 i t h. lenot.) of

tea ng experience. In the case of 'French-4.

student'

teachers, those who-rated-either.their reading or speakino

skills highertended to have students who also scored higher

in those aspects of competence. It also helped student

'listening skills'if the teacher-had resided in a French-

speaking country. The difficulty of research is demonstrated

by the fact that with English teachers, the same correlation

t.

was not in evidence. Neither were consistent patterns found

with teacher

Comprehension..

variables in connection with Readino
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Pre-Unty-P.i,7,u1aLl,;:n

There were..strikinc differences in 1;,-1 cvst-,t(tcive .izes or

the pre-univertity student population-from one cowitry to

.another. The contrast between the.UnitedStates Yand the
F

1 Republ ic of Germany has already been c'ommeAted on

'ealier in paper. The-retention percentage is not high

in many countries. Cfearly Americans have chosen to use

resources 4-n extending the opportunity for education to a

C.7

wider .section Of the pOpulation.than in .other- contries.

Walker summarizes well the implications:

In the earlier investigation (Husen, 1967), where the

subject was mathematics,. it was shown that the

differences between countries in the achievements of

their pre-university populations could be lardely

accounted for by the differences in the percentaces of

the age-groups Still in attendance at. school. Similar

findings were obtained 'in the current project. In

Science the countries retaining nigher proportions had

loweravrage levels of performance, but the performance
of the top 1% or 5% or 9% in each country did not appear

to have-been affected by the degree of retentivity in

that country. The different systems proOuced comparable

proportions of high achievers,- butthe less selective

systems produced, in addition, greater proportions.of
students with at least moderate achievements in Science.
Similar results were obtained in Reading Comprehension,
Literature and Civic Education. It was not possible to

make comparable calculations in the Foreign Lancuage

projects.

The position is neatly summarized thus in the Science

Report:, "High selectivity minimizes failure, whereas

low selectivity maximizes success. Somewhere .between

the two extremes lies a point.that a particular country

can afford and which fits the particular set' of

circumstances -. as well as_can.be judaed" (p. .236).

Th6- -IEA Study clearly shows.that two important factt. emerce

about American comprehensive education.
,

best students are -as high achievers as students from hichly

First Arnericas

19
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sP1ect1ve oystr,ns ove7sPas; and sPcondly, thPre is a hie:h-r

n-oportion of moderate achievn-rs, ti-an th=,1.-P is other countriPs etudiPd.

It is inportant to realizp th-ct considorinK mPan scores alonP can Paint

a Possibly mislear3inp. nictuT.e. This is essentially the same statistical

phenomenon as the dPceidP of
SAT scorPs in Anerica. 1",=.ven the top

Aw

:fourth of the t-st tikin popuiation was doing as well or b-,tfx,- than

er. The mean sco-es declined, due in Part to the changinet4mnosition

thP pool of tst takers.

Other KIndrPd Variables

Student expectations about their education and eventual occupation

Contributed to tie 7.77oitIO:,i of acnipVrAaent in moss supy.css. LZ the

rase of Science, the kindred variAldrs cYplairca between 5 ana 6

percent oV thc, val,lanee in achlevement.

2



SM*DAY OF IEA FINDINGS

The IEA Study has contributed a great deal in

establishing the validity of generally held assumptions, has

identified the complex nature ofwhat leads to-7- student

acftievament it has dispelled a -number of chrerishec4, myths.

sl'systems,:at least in-the twenty-one countries studied,

are more alike than might be.supposed and contribute greatly

to the student's knowledge. Reading,Akills are central to the

learning process but they are also spbject strongly to home and

env i ronment a l factors. Fas',: learners tend to retain their

momentura through their school, and so, unfortunately, do slow

learners. Achievement is dependent on the emphasis given in

school through the curriculum, which in turn is contingent upon

the time available or allocated to a subject area. The

student's ,own motivation and willingness to work in and out

of school is also part. of the total picture.
It is

a complex process, involving ability, alany out-of-school

influences, the contribution of both school and teacher and

the inner responses of the student to the opportunities

provided.. There are also undoubtedly other factors *which

remain to be identified. This is clear from .the varying

amount and incomplete explanations offered in the Six Subject

Areas Survey findings. It is clear that factors vary in

imPortance and influence from subject to subject, student to

stlident, student- to school, school to school, school to

,

country, and country to country. "Thegreater-t- adv:Ences in
,

.

=.

improving achievement will be obtained by addressing the

:.fundamental; social and economic disparities in society and

21
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by requiring educators to continue to improve learning conditions.

Table 1 providcsa simplified summary of the way variables operated in

the Six Subject Areas.

The TEA Study has established that schools do a good job 14 and

large. They do contribute to their student's achievement.

z.

..T e Two Dimensions of Achievement

In the years singe the IEA Studies were published, there

has been considerable discussion or; the value of schooling.

Many misconceptions have arisen, a number of them based on

the strenoth of the Home Background cluster of variables.

Gilbert .aker (1975) recognizled that interpretation of the

IEA Studies would be a critical issue. He used G.B. Shaw's,

The Doctor's Dilemma (1906) to,illustrate how many thinos can

have an apparent relationship without in the least addressing

'cause. Shaw, with his inimitable humor, goes to the heart of

the issue of the use of statistics:

,ThuS it is easy to prove that the .wearing of tall hats

and- the carryino of umbrellas enlaroes the chest,

prolongs life and confers comparative immunity from

disease, for the statistics show that the classes which

use these articles are bioger, healthier, and live

loncer than.,. . . (Peaker,'1975, p. 16).

Frequently in researchl- it.is.necessary-to use a .proxy to

undbver a relationship. In the IEA Studies, many proxies

,

were used and therefore interpretation.is critical. =The Home

Background variables eMerced with considerable stY7'enoth in

different .parts- of.'the -study. They seem to overshadow

9 0
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instructionA influences in a number of places, 'but this does not

'mean that instructional influences are unimportant.

Figure 1 attempts to diagram.the interaction of the

clustersof variables identified by IEA. Schools- achieve

--.4

cksiderable forward movement and _this .can be demon-Strated by

I

-t

paring two different sets"of conditions, namely the more

developed countries with the less developed countries.

differences are represented diagrammatically in Figure

The

Peaker uses the metaphor of habit in connection with the

similarity of schpols'and their influence:

Mankind, and indeed the whole animal world, has

relatively uniform habits of eating and drinking, but

this does not show that these habits are in need of

amendment. What it does show is that if the supplS, of

food and drink were cut off the consequences would be

serious. Similarly the consequences of cutting off the

supply of schools and teachers -would be serious

irrespective of-whether given the educational system .and

the consequent student achievement, much or little of

the variation of that achievement is to be attributed to

variation in,schools and teachers (p. GO).

Peaker continued to discuss the issue of the difference that

scho. make and the relative strength of the 'external

inf uences and therefore the differences in outcome between

different overall conditions:

This 'argument overlooks the fact thatthe variation in

question' is variation with.in a system of teaching -- and

without the system there would be no achievement. This

_illustrated in the IEA Study by .the very large

difference in scores of the developed and the developing

countries... Inthe.one case,.- the teaching systems have

.existed.for,several-generations;
in the other, they are

compar-Atively recent (p. ES).

Peaker -was particularly suited to summarize ttle issues

re

i nvolved in, overall value of schooling and in fluctuations i ri

adhievement by students'influended .by different environmental



COnditiorS. He had spent a lifetime in educational icl.Tearch

anc was rescionsible for the sta:ti%:tical analysis for

e,

Plowden Comsion which may leoitivtely claim to-l.e a full-cal
,... .

Aw
lonoitudinal study. -And, as we noted earlier, he hlf.; written

Irlf

le technical report on the IEA Study: -4-
451

Ta The first is that to say most of the variation in

achievement within a country's educational system is

caused by factors outside.the control of the school is..

by no, means to say that schools and teachers matter

little. The success of a lesson, or of, a course of

study, is -to be judoed b/the amount of learnino that

has taken place, and not by the change, if any, that has
occured in the relative standino of students. The total..

amount of learning that now takes place in the schools

in a developed country is. much greater today than

formerly, because the educational system has now existed

over several oenerations. This point is so plain that

it woujd not be wo47,th mention were it not that

experience shows that misunderstandino can occur.

The secOnd point is that there is no suopestion that

special educational efforts in deprived areas should not

be undertaken, or that if undertaken such enterprises

are doomed to futility. Whether they should be

undertaken is an ethical question. The evidence

sucoests that the difficulties are likely to be

formidable but not that success is impossible. The

evidence also sugoests that the enterprise should becin

when the children are very youno, and that Success is

likely to depend mainly upon the extent to which their

parents can be persuaded to participate (o 105).

Schools then do make a considerable contribution but

determining what will most effectively improVe achievement is

a :far from completed task., The IEA Studies have identified

the strono imfluences from outside the school system that

j.nfluence what takes place within. Some children start with

considerable advantaoes, so that they co4iinue tcance

quickly; others are adversely influenced and e'ven with-

considerable effort by the schools are likely to be slowed in

their aChievements.
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: we have endeavored to show It-lat

aos.esinL achievement is two-didionsiona2. Overall, takir,D

the ,;:hcele population of studpnts, sc'looIs mai4.e a mast_sive

,

contribution to their students. But whe'ri variTcions of

hievement- are considered, many factors are invadyed, a

number outside of direet sc`-lool contr'ol. Research. must

continue to' uncover ways of amiliorating adverce

circumstances.

In the next section, 'we consider what lap has to

contribute to a discussion of time., content and exoebtations

within the school situation.

3 1

Si
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ACHIEVEMENT DIFFERENCES IN THE MORE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Earlier we described the essential homogeneity of scores in the

countries judged by the IEA as comparable in terms of.national deve'op-

ment. To summarize, nine of the twelve more developed countlekes par-

2..ticipating in the study were within two percentage points of 411Ving 65
-p

rcent of their students getting a correct answer in the reading coM-

prehension test. Other test results are similarly clustered around

the group mean. So it is that we must bear in mind the obvious con-

clusion that schools in these developed countries are turning out

students of roughly comparable overall academic ability. There are

some notable outliers in the test score distributions but the USA is

not among them.

The IEA was naturally conCerned to explain such variations in test

scores. UnfortunatelY for us, the variables they scrutinized as possible

sources of explanation for differences in student performance are not

pree4_sely those of present concern. Despite the fact that the set of

variables explored was very 'large, they consistently failed to correlate

significantly with achievement scOres in the MDC's. Writing.in the IEA

,.summary volume, C. Arnold Anderon X1976) concluded that: "Among

countries of the same type further search for correlates of national

differences in average scores will not be a fruitful exercise."

It is not in further search of additional correlates of

32
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achievement scores that we now turn in violation of Professor

Ander admonition. Rather we seek to understand to what

extent are questions of time, content and- exFectations

:addressed in the massive lEA undertaking for the purpose of
t

f ,plaining achievement test scores among countries. We will

examine each of these in turn.

Time

Time on Task has received widespread attention in this

country in recent years as a major source of variatiOn _n

school achievement. While many observers of the educational

rpsearch scene might have found such a finding intuitively

obvious, few had understood the extent to which differences

in time devoted to the study of specific curricular

objectives actually differed in'the USA. The IEA study

explored the question of time spent on instruction in

specific subjects as a possible explanation for national

differences. Both' number of years and minutes per week

devoted to the study of certain subjects were obtained.

Several of the IEA Project writers make'pointed reference

to time spent on instruction.. Passow (1976), dn speaking of

reading c'omprehension, drew attention to the time spent on subject study

and indicated that it was perhaps the only factor, apart from

sheer wealth, which was conSistently.associated with readino

-comprehension test scores. Passow reports a correlation of

+.36 for data from 13 countries. While not regarded as a

-

,strong correlation, it is certainly high in studie's of this

type.
b

English as a foreign language was tested in many of the

33
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IEA countries, thounh obviously not in the USA. Still it is

worth noting the explanation of Lewis and Massad (f.975) who
AR-

_cited time spent in studying the subject as one oflhe four

in in predictors of success.

It is perhaps the work of Carroll (1975) concerning the

French tests that most convincingly demonstrates the

relation between amount of instruction and achievement

scores. In describing that relation, Carroll wrote, "to a

large extent the variations in performance levels of

different country/population *samples are accounted for by

variations in averaoe amounts of French instruction received

up to the time of testing." In order to construct a cross-

nationally valid indicator of "adjusted years of . French

study" Carroll modified the years that a student indicated he

,!-1d studied French by incorporating a.measure of intensity of

study.- French test scores for both 14- and 18-year olds were

then plotted against the adjusted measure of years of

study and a strong association was observed which, in

some instances, approached perfect positive correlation.

The IEA data complement. a orowing body, of evidence from

educational researchers in this country by pointing.out in

certain terms that the amount of time given in classrooms to

--,E.instructional purposes is-a potent contributor to the

amount of subject matter students actually 'learn as fmeasured

by their performance ,on achievement tests. GEN/en this

g importance, what can we learn from the IEA project about the

wy in Which the USA compares to other MDC's on this aspect

o-

of achooling.
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rle objective of undertanding inter-country variF:tions 711

school performance is materially assisted by the inclusion of

an opportunity to learn variable in the IEA study. --4111thouph

z.
authors of the study hoped to avoid an intdtpational

hool test olympic competition, the wish to understand one's

own performance for the purpose of improving it can often

best be accomplished throuoh comparison with others. In the

present case there can be little doubt that the comparative

w2thod has led us to conclude them =Of not most. differences

in learning accomplishments in school can be attributed to

the differences in the opportunity to learn that children

have enjoyed. In this 'international "competition" more

classroom time spent on the subject, aS .measured by years of

exposure or hours of dedication per week, will lead to top.

achievement. Some have contended that life experi6nces

relevant to the subject are practical surrooates for

classroom time. Indeed, it is doubtless the case that' the

tight association between tim6., on. task and sUbject' matter

mastery is more likely to occUr in subAects more or less

infrequently encountered outSide the classroom walls.

However, if it is test scores we speak of, the association is

likely to persist in almost all subject areas.

Where achievement or standardized teSts is concerned,

it is quite obvious that formal incluSion of oecooraghy in the

school curridulum and time spent on its study is also a

good method of. insuring that a large ni4Imber of students will
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learn about it. From the IEA data alone we would conclude that

if national educational planners and policy makers wished to do one

thing which would have a high probability of improving nation-e
Aw

averages in a certain subject, they should give that subject ftrong

phasis in the curriculum and encourage teachers to devote adAuch

time as possible to it in the classroom. If they would do that they could-

reasonably expect to observe measureable improvements in test scores.



Coeitent

Trie IEA nations differ in repard to what is inli...luded in

the formal prop.am of instruction (a narrow defigition of

onuent). Subject matter is organized differen-ny, the

sequence of presentation may vary as r:....oes emphasis accorded a

particular topic. Because of the tradition of community

control of education in the USA, the differences named can be

quite substantial within this country.

It would have been ideal from the standpoint of our

concern with content if the IEA had made explicit comparisons

among countries concerning the content of their instructional

programs. Had they ddne so, it would then have been Possible

for us to determine whether variations in content, everything

else held .constant, we.se related to variations in student

achievement at the national aggregate level. .However, the

IEA planners were More interested in their ability to obtain

curriculum valid tests of: achievement that would .be

,

comparable across national boOndaries. cor that reason, fhe

9
N

emphasis was more toward selecting similar curricular

content. The IEA survey data are not ideal for ourposes of

.comparingcontent. Insofar as content is defined as phe

,

emphasis of time, we have the opportunity of assessinp its

,contribution to learning. But it is in the more traditional

sense of curriculuml, objectiveS, sequence of learling tasks

and the integration.of material that we find thellEA less

useful.

Its limitations notwithst'anding, there are many different

facets c.f c6ntent that can be analyzed by way of the
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IEA variables. The variables rreatest interL.st

to us are the IEA "Learnino Condition" variables; to,:e,

-1--rocht 5
a priori, bp exppcted to affect the achiaN-..1.ments of

_

ft-
--t

4-; tudents. Ex"amples of these variables are: grade to which

student is assicned, the number of students !Der

opportunity to study topics dealt with in the tests, size.of

the school, teache r. qualifications, presence-of a library,

type of textbooks used, time teachers spend , in correctino

stUdent work, and hundreds of thers. Most of these would

Lommonly be thouoht of as.falliho within the boundary of

sch6ol content.

The statiSi4ical pro:Cedure used U.YIEA anElysts was corre-

lation and correlation based multivariate regressioh tech-,

nidues. In order to reduce the'massive number

v7iriables to 'a more manacea,ble size, variables were com-

Lined into blocks of variables assumed to be related. These

blocks were: (1) family backoround, age and sex) .(2) type of

s,chool and prooram; (3) learning conditions, includino curri-

culum, time and teacher characteristics; and (4) "kindred".

variables such as student int-erest and motivation-. There was

some -variation in this procedurein the case of certain

.sWojects but these our bloCks account for the oreat majority

.of all of the predictor variables.

:One c)f the most important findino.s of the IEA :4tudies

children obtain on standard tests.

38
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uLlar w,:,y in whic'h,the sta'cistical analysis was hanled,
-

contu_!nt w:wiables wer e either a,.-; iriiborant or moreT.I.,:.imoort.Tt
.0._ . .

_than. _tha_ Home Backpround variables. The United Tcates was
..-...:

, ,..

L l ot different from ot n.her developed countries i this respect.

1 n the Science test, for example, the Learning Conditions

variables which we have been discussing account for 7% of the

achieVement variance in the USA. The comparion fioures are:

F'weden 7%; Scotland - 9%; New Zealand 7 8%; Japan 4%;

:-:unc.ary - 3'A; and ::Ineland 7%.

Xany readers will be aware why there is so 'much apparent

concern for demonstrating the contribution of school content

va,-iables to adhievement scores: Others may find it puztling

that educational researchers may question the importance of.

.sc7-tool variables to learnind outcomes. To overabbreViate.the
. .

reason, we refer to two major . investigations of achievemet,.:7

in America the_so-called Coleman report and Jencks' studyt

er:titlec2 Ineouality. In both 'cases, the popular impression

reinforced extensively in the news media was tnat school

factors, at least when compared to family background, were

relatively unimportant.

One interesting caveat in the school effects literature

is the question of what kind of school outcome variable is

being measured. c.,umeune once ouipped that had the researc-
--: ---

4. ,J

'

..#.1ers

1.. on nsen ccered with the elapsed time in swimBling 100

Z,
theri;a school'yards as an important school outcome yariable,

variable, namely presence Ul al swimming pool, would have.been

vt=1-2r. important. The point we Take is that the relative

importance c..f the variables in the personal backg.round block

33
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and thd educational content block cannot be accurate:1y jucq

_without taking ito account the'subject on which ther-stutdnty,

*
Ire tested.

nkel es (1979), in invest i gat ing the quest ion of the,

difference subject matter (content) made in the analysis of IEA Study

data; carne to the conclusion that

. . whether the qualities of the school milieu have a

distinctive impact on learning a subject seems to depend

on whether the skill being acquired is one with which

homes andfamilies may be well stocked or, by contrast,

is a skill which is, relatively speaking, monopolized by

-schools and teachers.

In other words, school content variables are much more

likely. to be more important, relative to homes, in the

teaching of French, for which many families, however well to

do, have no facilitating Capacity, Fd- language arts,

mathematics or,music, families may'vary from none to quite

considerable capacity to teach their young charges. When

inkeles compared the school content variables across the

different. subjects on which the children were tested, he

discovered that 'the percent:of variance explained for tests

of English and French. as foreign languages was

higher than it was for tests- of other subjects.

4 I I
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Ex:tectations

-The Commission has apparently decid,eo upon a fai.:,7y

definition of expectations vhieh -esuates rou:7dhlo.

urable standards 'of p erformance in Scnool learnirle tasIts.

" he recent concern t4ith declining standards In t,lie ,

from the popular belief tnat standards, or,expectatI.os are

causally linked to the learning.behavior of students. 'Wnere

there iF an erosion in what is expeCted of students:, , we can

anticipate that achievement will follok lockstep./ The s.=e

Ior,ic and social sipnificance is attached t. oHottier -7orms of

studeni behavior, often catemorized.broadly by esuc:_,,Lf.on

researchec-s as the non-coonitive outcomes of scnool.

behavior defines the role of student in society. It is /a

,

scnool responsibility to socialize the present encu-ilbans ./of

the student role in the ways of behavimg that arL accopt4tbld,'

t0 society', that Cr.nforM'to societal expectations.

expectations are important and the acency earusted
,

their socialization is a vitally iAlportant.linrt. in the (-7.har:
H

of survival.

One of the preat problems of an open socety such es that

of the USA, with a comprehensive sthool enrollment solicy, is

that responsibility for pivinp instruction in socialiexpecta-

tions may becoMe terribly diffuse and yield .sarious 7ailures
-s

Airof.socialization. To sooe extent this situation ai:oies -from

0

the nation's values which emphasize.personal initive and

distrust indoctrination. We view asl(anc'e or,:zenizations with

intense and ricid indoctrination prodrams for enterin: Person

41
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The army.is,held by.some to ss.pito.r.7.:7e e.xceT.sF.7.

-
not.only tel:lino one what a sol.c..ier is 1 ,tt. then

himr to 'the sw,lrest detail hoe,' to be on41. In tie Urjt"77.e

States, stueent expectations are

,

lp early articulated than is true oi t military or Jy

conti-ast with hsiph schools in Asi,a, for example.

*The need for expectations -(expressed as school standards)

;-

becomes especially iortan in thinsr ,,1 sdheres in which people

cannot alone 'learn .ft=.cirli 7a0 15 or lack thL, reourt-e,,s for

sel f-'instruct ion. Students

society holds- for.them concerning

to learn what' .standa

ressi.nal s?eaking,

lovemakinp, byniene, driving n automobile,

out' complex forms, or dealinci with ere it oblications. In

many, respects' it appears that schools In nmerica have

defaulted in their traditional role of purv-yors of such'

sodial standards 'and that the media have

man-

a .

.over much -cf.
,
this burden. This is not-to say 'rat this

.

chance in the socializing function of schools is uni
,

Ulm

the USA. Fortunately the IEA did include sciic its in its .

surveys whidh help us understand better thejiixtent.-to

U.S. schools are successful in settin7., .-.4.ixctations in
. i

-,
. -

variety of,.dehavior and skills which are variously socially
i.

required, useful or customary, and that contribute...to the

intecration and effective functioninc of society,-
f

The_ IEA items which apbear to fit under our:he*din,... of

expectations are:

1. Is it important to you to do- well at schciol? .

/ want as much education as I can pet.

4 2
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. N

3.... if hope eventually to s-ktudy at a Colli---e or

N.,

University. .

,

4.. Do you worry about doi,g well, in
,-,.

....!

5. If you were given lower marks than 1,;:a1 irit.a ,7...e.._

would this make you feel unhappy?

6. Do your teachers think you misbehave too mur-:?1'),

7. Do you work hard most of the time?

8. The.tea'chers always seem to criticize Our best ideas:\

v. The student decide for themselves whd!re they will

sit in the classroom.

_10. ,:ost _teachers expect us to stand up,when they conle

into the classroom.

For our purposes we have chosen to present result. f the

tabulation of responses to the abovelquestions ata re;)orted.- in

$ .

a Swedish reanalysis of the It_:-.A data by Facerlind and rWrie:'-'. .(1981)

Japan, Sweden and the USA are reported at thre:a..7e
,

-

A readi-nn of the questions'reveals them to be mainly cxbecta-
.

tions that the individual has in relatillin to

final two are student percePtions of school expectati7,ns.

The

Expectations of sionificent others for the student's achieve-

ment and the effect of institutional expectations have been

studied elsewhere and with results Confirminc their contribu-

tion to explaining variation in test scores- Such d;-ita are
-s

+lot availagle in the IEA. However, we do :eiievc.khat the

personal expectation variables,have a valuble partZto
1.

in increasinp our understanding of behaviOr contrifmtingt0

,

academic suCcess. We now turnto a brief .examinatiori. of
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each cusstion in turn. (See Appendix A for the corresponding graphs.)
h.

Item 1. 7L.s it imoortant tot, you to do ws:11 a.t.:rchoinr.

The oreat majority of the stuc!ents in Encland,jHvn?ary,
-

-iSweden and the USA at all three age levels fee2 thalV 'it

;-mportant to do well at school. Finnish students di..ff:t7r from

other countries at the upper sacondary level.. In Finlar,d

only 69 percent agree with the statement, compared to about

93 percent in -the other countries. Considering the

competition which is preValent.in the Japanese school system,

the Japanese results, indicating low perception of importance; are

puzzling.

Item 2. I want as much education as I can vet.

Responses to this question are-influenced by the

availability of educational opportunity in,each country. The

desire to obtain 'as much education as possible is, in all

industrialized countriet, more'wtdespread among 10-year-olts

than amono 14-year-olds. ' In Sweden and the USP a larnm,

percentaoe of .students are still in school at the uppar

secondary level, and'in these countries a Yower ,szircentage o.F

upper secondaf'y students than ofthe,14-year-olds want ast

. muoh ducation as they can vet. In Encland and Finland-the

upper Necondary students

eduq,ation \shan ;the14.-year-olds.' Finland) has the lov;est

are more interested in further

score on educ tional aspiration, both amonp the 10- and
4/

, i-year-olds, and Hungary has the highest score at-tall ase
- \

,
,

_,

levels. \
,

-...

\

Ite:a I hone eventually to studv at- a collere or

university.

4
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This item ws-considered relevant for the

year-olds and t-he uppe'r secondary level students:

between 40. and 50 percent of the 14-year-olds invr Enc1,-.7.nd,

unbary, Sweden and Japan hope to continue at a.univ-lsrsity or

cllege. A larder. percentage ( 4%) of the f-4-year-olds in

these. countries had answered that they wanted-as much education

as they could vet. That many fewer actually expected to

enter higher -education is obvious recO:nition that many

asthirations' would .remAin unmet. By contrast, in the USA

approximately the same proportion of 14-year-olds who wanted

as much education as .they could get, also expressed a-desire

for universit3/ education. The hich percentage
,o

responses from the USA sample can partly be explained by the

fact that we have in this country the highest rea7.

educatiOnal participation iate in the world.

Item 4. Do you worry about doing.well in class?

Swedish students differ consider'ably at all a7e

levels, from st'udents in other-countri s, with a scan't 50

percent who answered "yes" to this cuestion. 'in the other

industrialized' -countries included, in the study, a hjEh
-

percWage (between 60 and SO percent) at all levels answered

.that- they do. worry. HunDarien students worry- the most,

.f011owed by PTerican British and Finnish students. , r.,

i.--
.

tendency ,towards less worry is ,not.iceable Among the' upper
. .

secondary students compared to the other two levels in each
,(

country.

t heir

The fact that Swedish students do net worry abeut

schoolwork as much as students in other countriet

4 5-

watF,
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inter-pred by more optimistic Swedish. ...:,b.:-:ervers as

positive fact, especially when considerim? tha3:- tlive

11%

lie-

. ,

4.-

44- percent of Swedist-vstudents feel oat it is 4.,a-lcnt.to
.-.,

e .
m.,_

A.
.

. .

,

) ell in school. However, in light-of surprislngly low tef,:t. .

,-
4

scores of SweJish studentt in some areas, the i67portance -of
1

worrying about dding well shoUld not be preccaurely

dismissed. American students are at the midpoint in the

distribution of responses to this item.

IteM 5. If you were niven lOwc.r marks than usual in a

Htest, would this,make you unhappy?

The American and Hungarian results on this duestion are,

interesting. In Hungary over 90 percentof the students .at:

all levels anree that they woUld be unhappy if they scored

lower than usual on A.test. The corresponding proportion at

all levels in the USA is about 85 percent. Different types

of school systems with differentydeplogies with respect to

0

individual achievement can apparently produce similar

answers. -In Finland, England and fiednnl- aout 68 p2rcent

answered "yes" tothis question, both at'age 10 and 14.

Item 6. Do your teachers think you misbe'iave to6 Niuc;1?

It is encouragino to find that, for all countries and all

ane levels, less than 30 percent of. the students answer "yes"

-n to this question. American students experience their tea.ch-

i-

ers as iiisapproving of thesir conduct.to a extent,

t

about 12 percent among upper secondary stutentse At t!le

lower levels the predictable increase still rePresents a

sma 11 fraction. Evidently teacher expectations for,students.
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,to coriform to an acctable standard of depoent ar

successful. OVer time an increasingly srf:all pert2L-0:e of

students are perceived,as misbehavinp. In each courri try th-
Aw

:are roughly equal percentages of "yes" answers betw- in If.?;.and

17 4-year-olds, with a substantial drop at the upper secondary

level.

Item 7. Do you work hard most of the time?.

common trend among students of all the industrialized

-countries is that they experience thaselves as working less

hard as they progress in age. Japanese and Hungarian

students consider themselves lazier than English and

Americans students do. Swedish and Finnish groups' are 'placed

in between these two groups.

Item S. The teachers always =.tsem to criticize ..-6xf- best

ideas.

The .outcome Of the answers to this cuestion in Finland

and Japan is diametrically opposed. American students are

clriser to the Japanese results. Finnish students experience

their teachers,as often not appreciating their best ideas.

Japa6ese and, to, a lesser extert, American students

experience their teachers'in a more gositive way and nly

about 20 percent of the .10-year-olds in. apan agree with the

.statement, versus S3 percent in Finland, "ale US st:udents

experience a small but steady decline in the extent

perceived criticism. We find it.difficult'to *int4rdret the

meaning of ti;is cuestion. -Criticism of ideas is an-essential

Of

ingredient of the educative process assuming that it is eone

for the pUrpose of instilling greater capacity to reason

47
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rater -,,han to belittle the student.

itm q. The =Ftudents decide -For *v4-11ers,

will sit in the classroom.

e

.411.

.

1/1
At age 10, only 20 percent of the students in mest of the

industrialized countries decide where they will sit. In all

of the countries, students r:enerally pet -t6 decide 'where they

will sit the older they Pet. England has the most liberal

policy in this area, while Hungary and 'the USA piye- the

students less freedom to choose. : About 23 percent of the

American. students at ape 10 pet to decide Where they will sit

while 45 percent of the upper secondary students feel that

theY have this freedom. This contrasts sharply wfth Sweden

Wiere 90 percent Of the older students choose.

Item 10, Most teachers expect us to stand up when they

crae int; the classroom.

In Hungary, it is apparently quite unusual for 'students

to- be sittdng down when the teacher enters the classroorl. In

Sw'eden, it is customary for students at the primary and lower

secondary levels to stand up, while this is .no londer a

requirement at the upper secondary level. There is an

element of tradition in this type of student behavior and

when viewed- from this perspective, the results are

predictable. We suppose that few Americans.would se-e cause

, for concern here. Nevertheless, we must wonder' Ahether or
-

not the American tradition
nothonoring teach6rs in the

manner suc.Dested here is also sym:itomatic of, or even a

subtle contributor to, a more oeneral disrespeet -01: classroom

:18
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CONCLUSIONS

The -IEA Six Subject Survey was a landmark unQt.:rtaking

ij
which has contributed greatly to our knowledne cri= tne f,-,.krtc)rs

which influence scholastic achievement. The studies

establiShed the many similarities of schools and the extent

and nature of their contribution in providing skills and

knowledpe to society. The studies also showd that ,cross

countries and cultUres there are many kindred influences that

facilitate or inhibit the learning process. The IER Studies

documented thai the nAure of,theacademic subject also

to play a role in deterMi.nino which particular feature of the.

student's school experience will prove important in influenc-

ing his or her test performanCe.

Selectivity versus comprehensiveness turns out' t0 he nOt

so much an educational question as a societal one o.F

resource allocation.. For the United States, .thisHmeans that

its best students are as accomplished as tne best from 'the'

select systems. And the moderate achiever has ,a
creater

opportunity than in other countries to participate in the

educational process at the hioher levels.

Turnina to the school factors that influence learninc we

seen that the content of the cLwriculum and the time

diven to a subject 'are consistently important infll.iences on

achievement. It is important to allocate in the day-to-

day or tithe-table, sense according to priorities of the

learning components of a subject.

It follows logicallyl.and the studiesisupport the

5e .
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V

1'

coclusion, thau concent is also critical to ae.-lievoliment. The

Aw

conuent of tha s.,chool learning environment edquirespa decision about

= N
.11. t

A.

Z....

il the allocation. of increasingly scarce resourceS. iNue.may at

.
.

4
1$east conclude, now with creater confidence, that decisions

concerning content are- not unimportant relative to home

backpround.

Expectations, often translated into standards the sc'nool

sets for student behavior in subject -mastery and other

aspects of° personal and student life, were not related

statistically to measures of test:performance. We have been

able to show that sicnificant variations across countries, in

a variety of expectations, exist in the IEA project data. We

Cid rlot find.reason -to believe that the comprehensive p.s.

school .system has altered in a downward direction ,,

positive exoectations that students hold for themselves. OUr

students are as eamer to do well,. attain hieh marks, co on to

hicher educaion and behave in class as are students from

similar nations.

r1
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APPENUIX B

Mean
Reading

* A IVScore
on
Common
Scale 45

*A40

35

30

5 NI. II
*Sc

NZ H

E H

20
US II

b 1

*NZ IV
/NL IV

-*Sc IV

*Sw IV

us IV

*Ch IV

*E IV
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YearS Of study French

Figure. 9.1. Rtlation of Afton Reading Store to Numbe- sf Yean cf French Study. by Country.
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